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Outline
 

o Union Bounds and Code Performance

a Serial Concatenation and Repeat—Accumu|ate (RA) Codes

a Serial Concatenation of Rate-1 Codes

o Repeat—Accumu|ate—Accumu|ate (RAA) Codes

o Summary
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The Serial Concalenalion of Ratc—l Codes Through Uniform Random lntcrlcavors 

Union Bounds on Performance

a Rate r = k/n, linear block code C

o Input Output Weight Enumerator Function (IOWEF) :

Aw; déf # codewords, input weight to, output weight it

o Union bound on word error probability PW

(binary—input, memoryless channel, maximum-likelihood decoding):

PW S 2221 Ef:U=1‘4’1-Uahzh

o 2 is channel dependent; e.g., for Gaussian channel, 2 : e""(Eb/N0).

o For ensembles, replace AW; by average IOWEF AW;
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Serial concatenation through a Uniform lnterleaver

a3»

a Let C1, 02 be (711, kl), (ng, kg) linear block codes with 711 = kg,

and IOWEFS ,4§;>h, Affih.

 

a Let C be the (T12, kl) code obtained by serial concatenation of C1 and 02

through a uniform interleaver of size n1, with average IOWEF AW; :

A(_2)
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The Serial Concalenalion of Rate—l Codes Through Uniform Random lnlerlenvers

Repeat-Accumulate IRA) Codes
(Divsalar, et aI., Allerton’98)

N qN qN qN
Repeat li'[ l+D)

bit q times Raic=1

o Repeat input block 3:132; - - - my a total of q times.

a Permute with random interleaver P of size are. : qN.

o Accumulate over block:

ulug---urn —> ’U1’U2---‘(In

’U1=U1

’U2=’u1+'U»2

vfl:u1+"'+u7L
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